Hamilton Beach® Advanced Multifunction Rice Cooker

Adjusts Accordingly – Prepare white rice, sushi rice, brown rice and other grains with the push of a button. The Advanced Multifunction Rice Cooker delivers up to 16 cups of perfectly cooked rice for any meal. This cooker can shorten or lengthen its cooking cycle based on the amount of water still in the pot, which decreases your chance of over or under cooked rice. Providing further consistency, a thicker inner pot is designed to allow even heat distribution throughout the food.

Intuitive Digital Display - The one-touch controls are easy to use and a digital display clearly shows your cooking time throughout the process. The display will also show what step in the cooking cycle your food is currently in: Preheat, Low Heat, High Heat, Boiling and Steam. For added flexibility you can set a delayed start and enjoy a ready-to-eat meal at your desired time.

Seven Cooking Functions – In addition to rice, this 3.5-quart multifunction cooker offers true slow cooking capabilities with low and high settings. It also offers a hot cereal function, a sauté option and a steam option for even more versatility.

Serve It Up – The inner pot of the Advanced Multifunction Rice Cooker is equipped with handles for easy removal and transport. Featuring a gold-tone finish, the pot can go directly from your cooker to the table for serving.

Additional Features – This cooker has a sealing lid and easy to hold rotating handle for transport. An extra deep 2 ¼ inch steam basket and a rice paddle are included.
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